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Abstract

A 3-D microphone array was developed, evaluated, and used to locate the origins of individual sound
waves that were created within a high-speed, high Reynolds number, turbulent jet. In previous work by the
authors, a linear array of microphones and simultaneous temporally resolved flow visualizations were used
to determine the origin of individual sound waves and their generation mechanisms within the jet. The
linear array algorithm assumed the noise sources were distributed along the jet axis, and was not able to
resolve off-axis locations of noise sources. Further, the registration of sound radiation from similar
phenomena within the mixing layer was observed to depend on whether the phenomena occurred on the
array side of the jet or the opposite side. Based on these error sources and observations, a new array was
developed that can locate the individual sources of sound waves within three dimensions. This work
presents the development of this array, its validation, and its use to locate noise sources within a high-speed
jet. The 3-D array with its accompanying noise source location algorithm is quite robust and accurate as it
predicted the precise location of noise sources from a plasma arc, a high-frequency fluidic device, and the
expected radial distribution of noise sources from a high-speed jet.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This work presents progress on research being conducted on the acoustics of axisymmetric
high-speed jets. The purpose of the overall research project is to relate the development and
interaction of large-scale turbulence structures within the jet’s mixing layer to radiated farfield
noise. Noise generation mechanisms are being determined by comparing the origin of individual
sound ‘events’ to simultaneously acquired real-time flow visualization using advanced laser-based
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optical diagnostics. The specific purpose of this work is to present the development and use of a
microphone array that can locate the origin of individual sound events in three-dimensional space.
Some of the pertinent results from previous work [1,2] will be briefly reviewed in this introduction
as well as other work that directly relate to the development of the array.
The farfield noise for a Mach 1.3 jet, which is the focus of this research program, is most

intense at an angle of 30� with respect to the downstream jet axis at a frequency of about
3 kHz ðStD ¼ 0:2Þ [1]. It is known that large-scale turbulence structures generate this intense
noise. Since the overall goal of the current research is to explore the correlation between
these structures and the radiated farfield noise, an inline array of four microphones was placed
at this orientation in the far field to determine where this sound was being created [2]. The
origin of individual acoustic events was determined using the phase lag between individual
microphones recording the sound wave of interest and the relative locations of the micro-
phone and nozzle. The origin for every event that had a magnitude in excess of 1.5 times
the standard deviation of the overall measured sound pressure was resolved. The majority (74%)
of the sound, regardless of its frequency content, was created between 4 and 9 jet diameters [2].
Other researchers, using various techniques, have determined that the mean source locations for
acoustic radiation between StD of 0.1 and 1.0 were between 4x=D and 13x=D; which is the region
including and surrounding the end of the potential core of the jet [3–11]. By utilizing various
microphone arrays, several research groups have found that the high-frequency noise from high
subsonic jets is generated near the nozzle exit, while lower-frequency noise originates farther
downstream [7–11].
There were a number of issues with the inline microphone array used in Ref. [1,2]. One of the

underlying assumptions was that the noise sources were distributed along the jet centerline. As
discussed in Ref. [1], the assumption of a centerline distribution of noise sources added 0.9 jet
diameters ð23 mmÞ uncertainty to the overall error in the streamwise noise source location for a
dual microphone array (this assumed an uncertainty of 70:5D in radial distance). Many of the
dimensions in this work will be non-dimensionalized by the jet diameter, D; which is 25:4 mm:
Another cause of concern, which was raised in Ref. [2], was that on occasion a structure roll-up
within the top half of the mixing layer (the side where the array was located) corresponded with
intense noise emission within the ceiling mounted array while an equivalent structure roll-up
within the bottom half of the mixing layer did not. This observation raised the question of
whether this difference was due to sound wave refraction within the jet or due to asymmetric
radiation. If a sound wave were generated within the bottom half of the mixing layer, then it
would have to travel through the core of the jet and the opposite half of the mixing layer before
radiating to the ceiling mounted microphones. The trajectory of such a wave would be drastically
modified as was shown in Ref. [12], which explored acoustic refraction in a jet using direct
numerical simulation. Unfortunately, an inline array mounted on one side of the jet is not capable
of resolving such issues.
Based on these inherent problems using an inline array to determine instantaneous noise source

locations within a high-speed jet, a microphone array was developed that could identify the origin
of individual sound events in three-dimensional space. This paper discusses the development,
evaluation, and application of such an array. The remainder of this paper can be divided into
three parts: (1) the development of a 3-D microphone array with inline and azimuthally
distributed elements, (2) the validation of the array using known noise sources, and (3) a
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presentation and discussion of the use of this array for the determination of the noise emitting
region in high-speed jets.

2. The 3-D array

2.1. Design of the array

To measure noise source origins in three dimensions, one has to have a distribution of
microphones in space. With an inline array, only a linear distribution of noise sources can be
resolved. An azimuthal distribution of microphones would be able to determine the noise source
locations azimuthally, but not axially. If this azimuthal array is used in conjunction with an inline
array that is normal to the plane of the azimuthal array, then the three components of the noise
source location can be determined. Therefore, both an azimuthal and a linear distribution of
microphones were used to resolve the instantaneous location of the noise sources in three
dimensions.
To monitor the entire jet, the azimuthal distribution of microphones needs to encompass as

large an area as possible without significant loss of sound wave coherence. To determine what this
separation should be, the coherence level between the radiated sound that was recorded at
different azimuthal microphone separations was measured. Coherence values were obtained
between microphones placed in the acoustic far field at an angle of 30� with respect to the jet axis
(downstream distance of 61:5D and radial distance of 38:5D). These coherence levels were
averaged over frequencies between 1 and 10 kHz to yield the upper curve presented in Fig. 1. The
choice of this frequency range came from our earlier results that showed the broadband peak
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Fig. 1. Coherence levels in the acoustic far field at two polar angles (30� and 60�; with respect to the downstream axis)

for various azimuthal microphone separations (frequency band of 1–10 kHz). The 30� data are marked by solid circles

while the open squares show the 60� data.
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frequency at 30� is between 2 and 4 kHz [1]. Since the coherence level is quite high for the 60�

azimuthal separation (over 0.5), and there were eight microphones available for the array, six
equally spaced azimuthal locations were chosen for the configuration. As shown in Fig. 2, three of
the microphones were on the top-half (microphones 1, 2 and 4) and three were on the bottom-half
(microphones 5, 6 and 8). At the top ð0�Þ and bottom ð180�Þ microphone locations, a second
microphone was placed 7:5D ð19:1 cmÞ behind the front microphone (microphones 3 and 7). The
rest of this paper uses the conventions of this figure. The lower curve presented in Fig. 1 shows the
average coherence value between 1 and 10 kHz for an angle of 60� with respect to the jet axis
(downstream distance of 14:8D and radial distance of 26:0D). As expected, the coherence at the
60� location is significantly lower than the 30� location for all azimuthal separations.
The effect of streamwise microphone spacing on coherence is shown in the curves of Fig. 3.

Again, the ordinate shows the average coherence over a frequency range of 1–10 kHz; while the
abscissa gives the downstream separation between the two microphones. For the 90� curve, a
microphone was fixed below the nozzle exit; while for the 30� curve, the first microphone was fixed
at a downstream location of 45 jet diameters. For both curves, the radial distance of the
microphones was 26 jet diameters. The separation distances for the 90� curve correspond to angles
between 90:0� and 66:1�; while those of the 30� curve coincide with angles between 30:0� and
24:7�: The coherence level for a 7.5 jet diameter spacing at 30� was above 0.7 justifying the use of
this spacing in the array design. Furthermore, such a large spacing between inline microphones
has been used in previous arrays without any problem [1,2].
The difference in the coherence levels observed for downstream locations of 30� and those at

60� or 90� is due to the source of the sound emission. The relatively high coherence between
microphones at a downstream location of 30� (as measured in either the downstream or azimuthal
directions) can be attributed to the radiation of sound from dynamics of larger turbulence
structures. The other two downstream locations have dramatically lower coherence between
microphones at comparable separations, and this corresponds to sound radiation from dynamics
of smaller turbulence scales. These results are in agreement with the results presented in Ref. [1],
showing that the acoustic spectra for 60� and 90� are flat between 1 and 10 kHz; whereas there is a
large, broad peak for these frequencies at 30�: Also in agreement with these results, in Ref. [13], an
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the microphone locations in the 3-D array relative to the nozzle exit and jet axis.
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ensemble averaged acoustic waveform shows a short time scale for 60� and 90�; but a much larger
scale for 30�: Since our goal is to create a microphone array for the analysis of sound emission
from the largest structures within a high-speed jet, and the characteristics of the sound emission
match those from large coherent structures at an array location of 30�; this location was chosen
for the analysis.
The backbone of the 3-D array is a 2:54 cm thick aluminum ring that has an inner diameter

of 1:52 m and an outer diameter of 1:68 m: The inner diameter was held to a tolerance of
0:25 mm: Pairs of holes (radial separation of 5:08 cm) were drilled around the periphery of the
ring at 10� azimuthal increments as well as the multiples of 45� to allow for other microphone
configurations. The array is mounted to the floor and ceiling of the anechoic chamber via the
top and bottom sets of holes within the aluminum ring. Guide wires connected to the walls of
the anechoic chamber hold the sides of the array fixed. The hole sets were designed to
facilitate custom-built, precision microphone mounts that held a single microphone at a fixed
distance from the inner radius of the ring. The distance from the inside of the ring to the
diaphragm of the microphone could be precisely measured and fixed by a set screw. Therefore, the
distance from the microphone to the jet centerline was controlled by how accurately the ring could
be centered on the jet centerline. The inline microphones were housed in aluminum blocks that
were attached to the mounting brackets at the top and bottom of the ring. The height of the
pedestals used in the azimuthal mounts was selected to match the distance from the front
microphone of the inline array to the front of the ring. Hence, all six azimuthally distributed
microphones were at the same downstream location relative to the front of the ring, and the
position of all eight microphones was determined by the ring placement. Fig. 4 shows a
photograph of the arc array within the anechoic chamber. During data acquisition, the array
would be wrapped in acoustic foam.
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Fig. 3. Coherence levels in the acoustic far field at two polar angles (30� and 90�; with respect to the downstream axis)

for various downstream microphone separations (frequency band of 1–10 kHz). The 30� data are marked by solid

circles while the open squares show the 90� data.
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2.2. Noise location algorithm

The principles behind the 3-D array are the same as those used in the aforementioned inline
array [1,2]. In those works, the delay between when a sound ‘event’ passed two microphones
(phase lag) was used to determine the noise source location within the jet. With the delay and the
knowledge of the geometry of the experiment, the flight path of the wave along the direction of the
microphones was determined [1,2]. The same principle is now being extended to microphones in
three-dimensional space.
The first step in the noise source location algorithm was to identify sound ‘events’ that are of

interest. The sound data was normalized by its standard deviation. Fig. 5 shows the acoustic time
trace from the top two inline microphones of the array for a random data set. Several peaks have
been marked with either a ‘1’ or ‘2’ denoting the microphone that recorded them. The acoustic
peaks that had a magnitude above 1.5 are referred to as acoustic ‘events,’ and the time of their
relative maxima was recorded. The acoustic time trace from the front inline microphones were
used to determine the acoustic events of interest.
The time delay was determined by finding the maximum value of the correlation coefficient, rab;

between two microphone signals, a and b: The correlation coefficient is given by

rabðtÞ ¼
/aðtÞbðt þ tÞS� mamb

sasb

; ð1Þ

where /S is the time average, t is a time delay, s is the standard deviation, and m is the mean. The
correlation coefficient is only computed over a range of values of t that are realistic, i.e., those
delays that would be expected if the sound had originated within the jet. The signal length chosen
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the arc array in the anechoic chamber. For actual data acquisition, the ring was wrapped in

acoustic foam.
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for correlation was 350 ms: This length was chosen since it would contain a single sound pressure
peak (the frequency of the jet noise was broadband and centered between 2 and 4 kHz).
An algorithm was developed that could take the time delays and then determine where the noise

source was located. After some exploration, it was decided to use the microphone location
vectors, ~MM ¼ ½xm; ym; zm�; in conjunction with an iterative routine to determine the apparent noise
source location, ~SS ¼ ½xs; ys; zs�: The jet exit center is set as the origin. If the location of a noise
source were known, then the time delay between a sound wave reaching two microphones ‘i’ and
‘j’, Dtij ; could be determined by the following vector equation:

Dtij ¼ ti � tj ¼
j ~MM i � ~SS j � j ~MM j � ~SS j

c
; ð2Þ

where ti is the time microphone ‘i’ recorded the peak of the sound wave, ~MM i is the vector location
of microphone ‘i;’ ~MM j is the vector location of microphone ‘j;’ c is the ambient speed of sound, and
j
j is the norm of a vector. Since Dtij is known, but ~SS is not, the appropriate approach is to find
what value of ~SS causes Qdummy to be equal to zero in the equation

Qdummy ¼
j ~MM i � ~SS j � j ~MM j � ~SS j

c
� Dtij: ð3Þ

An initial value for ~SS is assumed for the noise source with one of the components varied to find
what value will render Qdummy equal to zero. If the value of the component returned from this
procedure was infinity or not a number, then the previous value was used instead. Now that the
procedure of finding the noise source location from a time separation has been determined, the
next question is, ‘‘which microphone pairs (i–j) should be used to determine the source location?’’
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The azimuthally distributed microphones have to be used to determine the y- and z-components
of the noise source (see Fig. 2 for the coordinate system used). The iterative routine starts with the
determination of the z-component, and later that value is used to compute the y-component. The
best choice of microphone pairs for the z-component would be those microphones that straddle
the y ¼ 0 plane. Thus, microphone pairs 4, 5 and 1, 8 are used. Eq. (3) is first used with i equal to 4
and j equal to 5 to determine a value for the z-component. This is then repeated with i equal to 1
and j equal to 8 to determine another value for the z-component. In both cases, the initial guess
for ~SS was ½0; 0; 0�: The two values for the z-component are then averaged to get the first iteration
value for zs:
The determination of the x- and y-component of ~SS relies on a pre-existing knowledge of the z-

location (vertical) of the noise source. This is due to the previously described refraction effect. The
most accurate measure of the flight path will be on the side of the jet mixing layer that contains the
noise source. The z-component result from the previous paragraph could be used for this purpose,
but there is a more accurate method. Instead, the time delay between opposite inline microphones
is utilized. If the time delay between the front, inline microphones, Dt26; is negative, then the
sound wave of interest reached the top microphone before the bottom and the sound originated
above the jet centerline. As a check of Dt26; the time delay between the rear, inline microphones,
Dt37; is also determined. If both Dt26 and Dt37 are negative, then the source of the sound was above
the jet centerline. The opposite case also holds. Refraction should be beneficial in this regard since
any wave that is refracted will take longer to reach its destination than would a wave that was not
refracted. Hence, the delay between a refracted wave reaching one microphone and the
unrefracted wave leaving the opposite side toward the opposite microphone would be even larger
than if neither wave had been refracted. If Dt26 and Dt37 do not have the same sign, then the
previously computed value of zs is used to determine which side of the jet contained the noise
source.
The only way to determine xs is to use the time delay between the inline microphones. Let us

assume the analysis of the previous paragraph predicted the noise source was located above the jet
centerline. In this case, the top set of inline microphones would be used to determine the x-
component of the noise source location. Eq. (3) is then used with an initial guess of ½0; 0; zs� for ~SS ;
and i and j are set, respectively, to 3 and 2. If the noise source was below the jet centerline, i

and j would be set, respectively, to 7 and 6. In either case, the result is the value for the first
iteration of xs:
The y-component of the noise source is determined based on the microphone pairs that

straddle the z ¼ 0 plane. Unlike the z-component equations, there are three microphones on
both the top and bottom of the ring that meet this requirement. Along the top of the ring,
these pairs are 4, 2 and 1, 2; on the bottom, they are 5, 6 and 8, 6. Which pair is used
depends on whether the noise source is above or below the jet centerline (this determination is the
same as that used in the above x-component computations). If the noise source were deter-
mined to be above the jet centerline, Eq. (3) would be used with an initial guess for ~SS of ½xs; 0; zs�
and the values of i and j would be 4 and 2 to get one value for the y-component, and then
this is repeated with i and j equal to 1 and 2. These two y-components are then averaged to get ys:
If the noise source were below the jet centerline, then the microphone values for i and j would be 5
and 6 for the one pair and 8 and 6 for the other pair. With the value for ys the first iteration is
complete.
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After the first iteration is complete, a second iteration is automatically started. The coordinates
for ~SS from the first iteration are used as the initial guess for the second iteration. Additional
iterations are performed with the value of ~SS from the previous iteration as the new initial guess
until the difference between subsequent values for all three co-ordinates are less than 0.1%. If the
routine reaches a set number of iterations without convergence, then the location for that sound
pressure peak was discarded.

2.3. Error analysis

A simple error analysis was conducted to assess a worst-case estimate of the uncertainty. The
error sources were broken up in the following categories: (1) accuracy in the microphone
placement relative to the ring structure, changes in the ambient conditions within the anechoic
chamber, and accuracy in the measurement of the time delays; (2) accuracy in the placement of the
ring structure with respect to the jet centerline and nozzle exit; (3) other uncertainties that can
only be speculated upon at this point.
The sources within the first two listed items are discussed in detail within Appendix A. Each of

the uncertainties was varied to yield a worst-case scenario that gave a maximum deviation for a set
of time delays. Based on that simplified analysis, the uncertainty in the streamwise direction (x-
component) for this array would be about 25 mm while the uncertainties in the y- and z-
component would be negligible.
These values are a vast improvement over the estimated uncertainties for the linear arrays

used in Refs. [1,2]. The dual element array of Ref. [1] had an estimated worst-case uncertainty in
the streamwise location of 765 mm: The four-element inline array of Ref. [2] had an estimated
worst-case uncertainty of 750 mm in the noise source location, but it located a noise source to
within a 713 mm range. A large portion of the estimated uncertainty for both of these inline
arrays came from the centerline assumption, which has been eliminated with the present
configuration.
As mentioned in item 3, there are also other sources of uncertainty with less known nature and

extent. These sources include distributed source effects, source convection effects, and the effect of
refraction on the sound wave trajectory. The analysis of Ref. [14] can be used to show that the
effect of noise convection is insignificant. The effects of a distributed source are covered in the
validation of the array in Section 3 and an analysis for the effects of refraction and source
convection is presented in Ref. [14]. Refraction will undoubtedly affect the flight path of a sound
wave as it travels through the mixing layer of the jet. This error source is minimized by first
determining which side of the jet contained the noise source, and then using microphones that are
on that side of the jet to compute the x- and y-component of the noise source.

2.4. Microphone equipment

The microphones used in the experiments were either Bruel & Kjaer 4135 or 4939 0:635 mm
(1=4 in) condenser microphones connected to Bruel & Kjaer 2670 preamplifiers. The data from
the microphones passed through two Bruel & Kjaer Nexus conditioning amplifiers before being
recorded by a pair of National Instruments PC-6110E data acquisition boards at a rate of 1 MHz:
The two boards were synchronized via an internal RTSI connection.
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2.5. Anechoic chamber

The optically accessed anechoic chamber of the Gas Dynamics and Turbulence Laboratory
was used to conduct the array experiments. The chamber was tested for compliance to
ANSI Standard S12.3535, and the results from the tests were within the required tolerance
over most of the distances along the microphone paths [15]. The inner dimensions of the
chamber measure, from wedge tip to wedge tip, 3:1 m in width and length, and 2:7 m in
height. Additional details of the anechoic chamber and jet flow facility can be found in
Refs. [1,2,15].

3. Validation of the array

Two different noise generators were used to test the ability of the array to locate noise sources.
The first was a plasma (spark) generated between a pair of wires at varying frequency. The other
was a Hartmann tube fluidic actuator (HTFA) [16,17], which is also referred to as a powered
resonance tube in the literature [18]. The sound from the plasma was approximately a point
source, more precisely a short line source (the stationary arc), while that from the HTFA was
distributed over a small area of moving fluid. Additionally, a simple simulation was performed to
determine the ability of the array to locate a distributed noise source.
The plasma arc was created by applying a sinusoidal voltage of 15 kV across a small gap of

3 mm ð0:1DÞ between two electrodes. By varying the input sine wave, the frequency with which the
arc fired varied from 1 to 20 kHz:With this variation, the plasma arc was also used to analyze the
ability of the array to locate noise sources of varying frequency. The plasma arc was located at a
location of ½x=D; y=D; z=D� ¼ ½8; 0; 0� in all of these experiments. For each case, at least 0:15 s of
data were analyzed, which yielded thousands of individual noise source locations for each of the
frequencies. Figs. 6–8 show the average and standard deviations for the three spatial coordinates
of the calculated noise source locations. Since the source is a stationary point, there should be
minimal deviation among the calculated sound origins. The standard deviation of the x-
component of the noise source location deviates from zero above 10 kHz; the z-component above
12 kHz; and the y-component above 14 kHz: These also match the frequencies where the means
deviate from the actual plasma location (these are marked by the horizontal lines in the three
figures). Based on these results, the array is capable of accurately locating noise sources with
frequency content up to 10 kHz: Therefore, the upper end of the operation range of this array
configuration is 10 kHz:
For frequencies of 3 and 12 kHz; the plasma arc was precisely located with respect to the nozzle

exit. The desired location was measured to within approximately 1 mm of the center of the jet
nozzle exit, and then two lasers were used to mark this point in space. The electrodes that were
used to create the plasma arc were placed to straddle the two laser beams. For the lower
frequency ð3 kHzÞ; the mean of the calculated noise origins was ½x=D; y=D; z=D� ¼
½8:17; 0:02; 0:18�; while for the higher frequency ð12 kHzÞ the mean was ½x=D; y=D; z=D� ¼
½8:50; 0:01; 0:16�: The x-component was expected to be in error for the higher frequency as this is
beyond the resolvable frequency for the array and the y-component deviation is acceptable. The
offset in the z-component likely originates within the array setup.
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The most likely explanation for the small discrepancy in the z direction is that the center of the
array was offset from the centerline of the jet by a small distance. The 3-D array projects noise
sources onto a set of orthogonal coordinates where the x-co-ordinate passes through the center of,
and is perpendicular to, the plane that is formed by the azimuthal distribution of microphones. If
the center of the ring were offset from the center of the nozzle, then there would be an equal offset
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in the location of each noise source location from the jet centerline. An error of 5 mm ð0:2x=DÞ
should not be surprising for such a large array configuration. The positions of the microphones
were modified within the noise processing codes by 5 mm in the negative z direction to eliminate
this bias. The initial setup of the 3-D array, which was reported in Ref. [19], had a correction of
�4:3 mm in the y direction and �7:1 mm in the z direction.
An HTFA was then used as a test of the array’s ability to locate flow-induced acoustic sources.

A Hartmann tube consists of an underexpanded jet and a closed-ended tube where the open end
of the tube is placed within a compression region of the underexpanded jet [20]. An HTFA is
created by placing a cylindrical shield between the nozzle and the tube that covers a large portion
of the open area [16]. The HTFA used for the validation is based on the design described in
Ref. [16] and was operated at a jet Mach number of 1.1. The converging nozzle of the HTFA had
an exit diameter of 6 mm and the opening of the HTFA was square with 8 mm sides. By varying
the length of the tube, the resonant frequency of the HTFA could be varied. Three tube lengths
were used for the current validation. Two of the tubes created a pure tone, either 2.1 or 3:4 kHz;
while the third tube created broadband acoustic radiation centered on 7 kHz: The spectra for the
three cases, as well as the Mach 1.3 jet, are given in Fig. 9. All of these spectra were taken from the
same microphone of the 3-D array. The opening of the HTFA was 4:9D downstream of the origin,
centered on the nozzle exit plane, with air exiting the HTFA along the jet centerline.
All of the noise events exceeding 1.5 times the standard deviation were examined to determine

the origin of the acoustic radiation for the three cases. The aforementioned z-component
correction was applied to the microphone locations prior to processing. The probability density
distributions in the x direction for all three cases have been plotted in Fig. 10. The majority of the
noise sources were located within a 60 mm region. The distributions do vary slightly; the non-
resonant case (7 kHz broad band) is distributed between 4x=D and 6:5x=D while the two tonal
cases are between about 5x=D and 7x=D: These distributions can be compared to the flow
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visualization images of Ref. [17], which shows the vortical structures emanating from the same
3:4 kHz; tonal HTFA that was used here. Ref. [16] also shows images from the HTFA used here,
but it was being operated at a higher jet Mach number than was used here (1.3 instead of 1.1).
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These two operating conditions produce vortical structures of similar shape, but they differ in
length scales. For the jet Mach number used here, the flow images of Ref. [17] showed significant
vortical flow activity over a range extending from the HTFA exit to past the end of the flow
images at 50 mm: The most intense vortical activity occurred at the top of the images
corresponding to a location of 50 mm; which is also the center of the 3:4 kHz; tonal noise
distribution of Fig. 10.
The cross-stream distributions are given in the forms of 2-D probability density plots in

Figs. 11–13 that cover a range of 0:5D (12:7 mm). The bin size is 0:05D in both directions. All
three figures show distributions that are within 0:1D of the z-axis, but have an offset in the
negative y direction. This offset matches the location of the edge of the HTFA opening where the
flow images of Ref. [17] showed significant vortical flow. Hence, the area of noise generation again
matches the area of maximum vortical activity.
To test the ability of the array to determine the origin of a distributed noise source, a simple

computer simulation was performed. In the model, two monopole sound sources were located a
fixed distance apart. The monopoles were located on the jet centerline, and their midpoint was
initially at 9x=D: The monopoles created in-phase, 3 kHz acoustic radiation. Hence, the model
was of a distributed source of varying length. The time-varying acoustic radiation from such a
source was then calculated for each of the array microphones using

pðtÞ ¼
1

r
ReðAe�ioteikrÞ; ð4Þ

where p is the pressure at the microphone, r is the distance between source and microphone, A is
amplitude, o is the angular frequency, and k is the wave number. The microphone array codes
were then used to estimate the source of all acoustic waves for each source distribution. The
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spacing between the two sources was varied between 0D and 6D; while the source pair centroid
was shifted from 3x=D to 18x=D: Regardless of the downstream position, separations between 0
and 2D yielded an error less than 0:2D; while larger separations caused an error of at most 0:5D
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Fig. 12. Two-dimensional probability density distribution for the y- and z-component of the noise source locations for

the 3:4 kHz tonal HTFA.

Fig. 13. Two-dimensional probability density distribution for the y- and z-component of the noise source locations for

the 7 kHz broadband HTFA.
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(e.g., two sources centered on 9x=D that are separated by 6D had an estimated source location of
9:4x=D). Based on this simulation, the microphone array would estimate the acoustic source for a
distributed noise event as the center of the noise generating region. If the source is larger than 2D;
the array estimates the source as being between 0:2x=D and 0:5x=D downstream of the actual
center of the distributed source.
These results are quite encouraging. The 3-D array was able to locate a point noise source

(plasma arc) with a primary frequency that varied from 1 to 10 kHz: The plasma arc was then
used as a calibration to determine the offset between the center of the 3-D array and the apparent
jet centerline. The 3-D array was able to determine the area of a distributed noise source from a
small fluidic device (HTFA) regardless of whether it was creating a pure acoustic tone or
broadband acoustic radiation. Furthermore, distributed sources with less than a 2D span can be
accurately located by this array, while larger sources have a small, consistent offset from the
center of the distributed source. At this point, the 3-D array was deemed ready for use in
determining the noise emitting region from a high-speed jet.

4. Jet noise source localization

4.1. Jet facility

The air for the high-speed jet was supplied by a four-stage compressor; it was filtered, dried, and
stored in two cylindrical tanks with a total capacity of 42:5 m3 at a pressure of 16:5 MPa (1600 ft3

at 2500 psi). A stagnation chamber was used to condition the jet air before exhausting it through a
25:4 mm (1 in) nozzle with a lip thickness of 2:5 mm (0:1 in). The actual Mach number for the
Mach 1.3 nozzle was measured as 1.28, and its Reynolds number was 1:08� 106:

4.2. Noise source locations

A large data set was taken for noise source location analysis of the Mach 1.3 jet. The data set
consists of 4:3 s of data. The data were acquired at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz with low-pass
frequency filtering of 100 kHz: Based on the array’s inability to accurately locate noise sources
having frequencies above 10 kHz; the acoustic data was low-pass filtered at this frequency using a
fifth order Chebyshev type I digital filter during post-processing. Within the 4:3 s of low-pass
filtered data, there were 10,255 sound waves with a magnitude larger than 1:5s (the standard
deviation of the sound pressure level), and the apparent origin for each of these sound waves was
determined. Thus, the noise source data are different from those presented in our previously
published work [7–11] in that these show a three-dimensional distribution of the origins of the
most intense acoustic radiation for frequencies under 10 kHz:
The x-component of the noise source locations has been plotted in the form of a probability

density distribution in Fig. 14. It was created using a bin size of 1D with bins ranging from �5D to
25D: There were only 47 instances (out of over 10,000 noise source locations) where the array
predicted a noise source upstream of the nozzle exit. This is expected as there should not be any
significant sound generated upstream of the formation of the jet’s shear layer and is another
example of the apparent accuracy of this microphone array configuration. The mean of the
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distribution was 9:0D with a standard deviation of 2:5D: Table 1 shows what percent of noise
source locations were contained within various downstream ranges. Over 80% of the sound
sources were located between one and two lengths of the potential core (6D to 12D).
These results differ from those obtained from the linear array of Ref. [2], which assumed a

centerline distribution, lacked frequency filtering, and used a range of downstream microphone
separations to determine the noise source location. For the inline array, the mean of the noise
source locations was 6:7D and the standard deviation was 2:3D: The vast majority (74%) of the
noise sources for the inline array were located in the region between 4D and 9D; and 98%
originated between 1D and 12D: These regions can be compared to those calculated by the 3-D
array between 6D and 12D (81% of calculated noise source locations), and that between 2D and
15D (98%). To reiterate, the 3-D array predicted that the noise emitting region of the jet was
located farther downstream and the region covered a larger area than was predicted with the
inline array.
The difference between the two distributions is due to the centerline noise source location

assumption that was inherent to the inline array, the effect of frequency filtering, as well as the
varied microphone spacing. If the source was on the inline array side of the jet (above the
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Fig. 14. Probability density distributions for the x-component of the noise source locations for the Mach 1.3 jet.

Table 1

Percent of Noise Source Locations (NSL) within different downstream ranges for the Mach 1.3 jet

Range of x-locations (D) Percent of NSL within range

2.0 to 15.0 98

3.0 to 12.0 89

6.0 to 12.0 81

7.0 to 10.0 63
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centerline), then this assumption would cause the source to appear farther upstream than it truly
was. If the source was opposite the jet centerline from the inline array (under the centerline), then
the location of the source would be influenced by refraction [12]. Therefore, if the majority of the
intense acoustic waves reached the array without significant refraction (they originated on the
inline array side of the jet), then the distribution should appear to be farther upstream than it
actually was. The inline array used six separate microphone separations to determine six noise
source locations. These were then averaged to get a single source location for each acoustic event.
The smaller separations yielded source locations that were generally upstream of that predicted by
the wider separations thus causing an upstream shift in the mean noise source location.
Additionally, higher frequency acoustic radiation originates from a region close to the jet exit
[7–11]. By eliminating higher frequencies from the acoustic data prior to noise source processing,
one would expect the distribution to move downstream.
The y and z distributions from the 3-D microphone array have been plotted for all of the

downstream locations in the form of a 2-D probability density contour plot in Fig. 15. The bin
size for the plot is 0:05D; but the range covered in the plot is 2D (50:8 mm). This range is much
larger than that of Figs. 11–13. The distribution is centered on the origin, which is coincident with
the jet centerline. The means of the y and z distributions are both less than 0:1D; and their
standard deviations are both 0:4D: An axisymmetric distribution that is centered on the jet
centerline is expected for the round nozzle, which further confirms the accuracy of this
microphone arrangement/noise location technique. In thee-dimensional space, the noise source
distribution is an ellipsoid with a maximum diameter at 9x=D: Since the region of noise generation
is past the end of the potential core, it is sensible that the jet has a solid, and not a doughnut-
shaped distribution of noise sources.
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the Mach 1.3 jet.
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5. Conclusion

To reduce uncertainties in the determination of noise source origins within a high-speed jet
using a linear array of microphones, a 3-D microphone array was developed. The development
consisted of the array hardware as well as the associated algorithm to obtain noise origins from
raw microphone data. The array has an azimuthal distribution of microphones at 60� increments.
There is an additional microphone placed 19:1 cm (7:5D) downstream to create inline arrays at the
top and bottom of the array. The purpose of having such an arrangement is to allow the
computation of all three spatial components of a noise source location using microphones that are
located on the same side of the jet as the origin of the sound wave. This should reduce the impact
of refraction on the predicted noise source location.
Based on a simple error analysis assuming worst case scenarios, the uncertainty in the

measurement of the streamwise component of the noise source location (x-component; see Fig. 2)
using this 3-D array would be 71:0D while that of the other two components (y- and z-
component) would be negligible. Both a sinusoidally generated plasma and a high-frequency
fluidic device (HTFA) were used to determine the accuracy of the 3-D array/noise source location
algorithm. After a slight correction to the microphone locations (based on preliminary results),
the locations were predicted accurately for frequencies up to 10 kHz:
The 3-D array was then used to analyze the noise emitting region of a Mach 1.3 jet and to

compute the origin for every sound ‘event’ that had a magnitude larger than 1:5s: In the
streamwise direction, the vast majority (81%) of the noise sources was located between 6D and
12D and almost all (98%) of the noise sources were between 2D and 15D: Thus, over 80% of the
noise origins were between one and two potential core lengths. The mean of both the y and z

directions were near the jet centerline, which is expected for this axisymmetric jet. Based on these
results, the 3-D array and the accompanying noise source algorithm appear to be quite accurate in
predicting noise source origins from a variety of noise sources.
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Appendix A. Uncertainty analysis

This appendix discusses the worst-case uncertainty analysis that was discussed in Section 2.3.
The focus is on the uncertainty due to the measurement of pertinent array parameters.
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The first assumption in this analysis is that the ring structure is centered on the jet centerline
and the face of the ring is orthogonal to the jet centerline. The radial distance from the ring center
to each microphone was measured first. The ring was designed with an inner radius of 762:00þ
0:00=� 0:25 mm (30:00þ 0:000=� 0:010 in). The radial distance from each of the microphone
diaphragms to the center of the ring was measured as 661:6770:38 mm ð26:05070:015 in). The
distance from the front of the ring to the center of the microphones also needed determined. The
four azimuthally mounted microphones (microphones 1, 4, 5, and 8 of Fig. 2) were held into
the ring by extension posts. The space between the face of the ring and the centers for these four
microphones was 46:9970:51 mm ð1:85070:020 in). The distance between the inline microphones
and the ring face were measured as 49.33 and 50:47 mm (1.942 and 1:987 in), respectively for the
top and bottom, with an assumed uncertainty of 70:51 mm ð70:020 inÞ: The inline microphones
were held in an aluminum block with a separation of 190:5070:05 mm ð7:50070:002 inÞ: The
azimuthal spacing in the machining of the ring was held to a tolerance of 20 s of a degree for every
10� of hole spacing. The space between the sets of mounting holes and the extension posts had
minimal clearance, and as such, the azimuthal spacing was set as 6070:1�:
The combined effect for the uncertainties of the last paragraph was determined by using a set of

time separations that without any uncertainties gave a noise source location of
½216:41; 0:51; 0:00� mm: A maximum offset from this location was achieved with the following
set of errors: 0:38 mm ð0:015 inÞ in the radial direction, 0:51 mm (0:020 in) in the downstream
direction, 0:1� azimuthal spacing and 0:05 mm (0:002 in) inline separation. For this set of errors,
the worst-case scenario noise source location was ½205:99; 0:25; 0:00� mm: The anechoic chamber
temperature, which gives the speed of sound, was measured using an Omega handheld
thermometer with a quoted uncertainty of 73:6�C ð72�FÞ: There is 71 ms uncertainty in any of
the time delay measurements (acquisition rate of 1 MHz). These two uncertainties can be
combined with those given previously to yield a worst-case scenario noise source location of
½192:53; 0:76; 0:51� mm: Thus, if all of the random variations in the measurements were combined
into a worst-case scenario, the noise source location would be offset by 23:9 mm (0:94 in) in the x
direction and by less than a millimeter in the y and z directions. Apparently, these uncertainties
have a much larger affect in the x direction calculations than in the y or z:
The errors from the second listed item are less quantifiable than the first set. This is because they

are measurements made relative to the jet centerline, which in our facility, is not easily measured
to the accuracy of the first set of errors. The uncertainty in the x direction placement was
estimated as 3 mm ð1=8 inÞ; which can be added to the uncertainty from the previous paragraph
to give a worst case uncertainty of 27 mm ð1:1 inÞ: The offset in the y and z directions was
unknown. Fortunately, the y and z offsets (deviation from the ring and jet centers) were later
determined by performing validations with the plasma arc and the HTFA.
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